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THE RAILROAD EMPLOYEE INCIDENT 

TECHNICAL REPORT                                                     June 10, 2016 
 
A. INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2014, an employee of a Railroad, was riding a freight car during a switching move into the 
facility of an Industry.  Employee, seeing the turnout ahead of him was lined against his move, 
dismounted his moving train, and attempted to line the turnout for his move, before the train 
reached the turnout.  Before Employee could re-line the turnout, the train ran through the 
switch, causing the components to “blow apart”.1  Employee was injured as a result.  Robson 
Forensic was engaged to determine if Industry’s maintenance of the turnout and its components 
was improper in a manner that was a cause of Employee’s injuries. 
 
 
B.  MATERIALS AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
 

1. Amended Complaint 

2. Deposition, Yardmaster 

3. Deposition, Warehouse Coordinator 

4. Deposition, Manufacturing Manager 

5. Deposition, Manufacturing Supervisor 

6. Deposition, Trainmaster 

7. Deposition, Track Supervisor 

8. Deposition, Road Foreman of Engines (RFE) 

9. Deposition, Plaintiff 

10. Deposition, Project Manager – Outside Track Contractor 

11. Opposing Expert Report 

 

C. BACKGROUND 
 
The Industry facility is serviced by Railroad from their Yard.  Access from Railroad to Industry is 
gained via a turnout from Railroad tracks to a connector track onto Industry property.  The 
connector track is on a 0.5% (read ½ percent) grade and an 8-degree curve.  The connector track 
leads directly to 4 storage tracks.  Two additional storage tracks can be accessed by traversing a 
crossover from the connector track to a stub track.  The incident turnout is the western end of 
this crossover (see Figure 6).  The facility was built sometime around 1971.2  From the turnout in 
Railroad tracks to just beyond the clearance point of that turnout belongs to Railroad.  The 
remainder of the tracks, including the incident turnout, belong to Industry.  According to the 

                                                           
1 Amended complaint 
2 Agreement for Industry Track 
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Agreement, those tracks shall be “maintained, repaired, and renewed by and at the sole expense” 
of Industry.3  Industry contracted with an Outside Track Contractor for that purpose. 
 
A turnout is a piece of railroad track used to divert trains from one track to another.  The 
components of a turnout discussed in this report are:  
 

Switch machine: a device used to activate the movable rails (switch points). It is 
designed to provide a mechanical advantage to the railroad worker operating it 
(since the two points can weigh at least 1000 pounds).  
 
Switch: comprised of straight and curved rails (for the through and diverging 
routes, respectively, called stock rails), and two movable rails (called switch 
points) which direct the train wheels to the desired route.  When a train is moving 
toward the diverging route, it is called a facing point or facing move.  When train 
movement is from the diverging direction, it is called a trailing point or trailing 
move.  When a train makes a trailing move, but the points have not been aligned 
for that movement, it is known as a “run-through switch.” 

 
The switch machine involved in this incident has a bow-shaped operating lever, with one side 
that lies flat, parallel to the track (see the incident switch machine in Figure 6 and an exemplar in 
Figure 7). The railroad worker operates the switch machine by moving the lever up from one side, 
rotating it in a 180o arc and moving down it to the other side. The lever of the switch machine 
operates gears within the switch machine housing. In this manner, the movable rails (switch 
points) are moved and the path of the train is changed. On both sides the lever is placed in a 
cradle (sometimes called a “keeper”) and held in the down position by a latch.  The keeper has a 
hole through which a lock, hook or pin can be placed to secure the lever and prevent inadvertent 
operation.  (Note that in Figure 7 a lock is shown in the keeper, while in Employee’s incident a 
hook was used in the same location as the lock) 
 
When a turnout is operated, the operation moves the two movable rails (switch points) to the 
required position for the desired train movement. 
 
 EMPLOYEE 
 
Employee was hired by the Railroad in 1978.4  He has served variously as a conductor, a brakeman 
and a switchman during that time.  He came to the Yard in question around 2012.5  He worked 
the Yard job (which serviced the Industry facility6) from the date he arrived until the date of the 
incident.7  He was working as a switchman at the time of the incident.8 

                                                           
3 Agreement for Industry Track, ¶4 MAINTENANCE 
4 Railroad Career Service Record 
5 Deposition, Employee, 23:23-24 
6 Employee deposition, 147:3 
7 Employee deposition, 144:11-22 
8 Report of Employee Personal Injury Illness/Incident 
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D.  DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT 
 
In 2014, Employee was working the yard job,9 switching cars into the Industry facility.10  Employee 
was working as a switchman with a Foreman.11  The train consist was made up of 2 Railroad 
locomotives and 3 boxcars (loaded with paper).  Employee was operating the train by remote 
control in a shoving mode.  In a shoving mode, the 3 freight cars were on the west end (toward 
the Industry storage tracks) and the locomotives were on the east end (toward the Railroad 
access turnout) pushing.  Employee was riding the western-most boxcar.  Foreman was on the 
locomotive.12  Despite Foreman being nominally in charge, Employee “had control of the 
movement.”13 
 
As Employee approached the incident turnout, he could see that the turnout was lined against 
his move. Employee attempted to stop the train, but it did not slow.14  Employee dismounted the 
moving train, and attempted to line the turnout for his move, before the train reached the 
turnout.  Before Employee could re-line the turnout, the train ran through the switch, causing 
the components to “blow apart.”  The damage to the switch consisted of a broken crank in the 
switch stand mechanism and the latch that secures the switch handle pulling free from the 
crosstie. The switch handle rose up and struck Employee, injuring him. 
 
 
E.   ANALYSIS 
 
SWITCH ALIGNMENT/HOOK 
Employee alleges that Industry was negligent by “aligning the switch for eastward movement up 
the spur and then failing to re-align it for westward movement, despite knowing that Railroad 
crews would bring their trains westward through the switch;”15 “failing to train its employees not 
to leave the switch aligned for eastward movement up the spur, and not to place a hook in the 
switch;”16 “failing to enact and implement operating procedures and rules requiring that 
employees not leave the switch aligned for eastward movement up the spur, and not place a 
hook in the switch;”17 “failing to warn Employee that the switch was left aligned for eastward 
movement;”18 and by “placing a hook in the switch.”19  The issue of the switch alignment will be 
addressed separately from the issue of the hook. 

                                                           
9 Employee deposition, 144:18-22 
10 Employee deposition, 147:3 
11 Report of Employee Personal Injury Illness/Incident 
12 Employee deposition, 170:4-6 
13 Deposition, RFE, March 4, 2016, 41:18-24 
14 Report – Opposing Expert 
15 Amended complaint 
16 Amended complaint 
17 Amended complaint 
18 Amended complaint 
19 Amended complaint 
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Switch Alignment 
This allegation implies that the turnout was required to be lined by Industry for a trailing 
movement from the Railroad connector.  There is no evidence to support this allegation.  The 
incident took place on industrial track, i.e., track other than a main track. Railroad Rules govern 
the position of hand-operated switches only in main track.20  Railroad Operating Rules state that 
trains and engines using any track other than a main track must move at Restricted Speed.21 Since 
Restricted Speed is defined as a speed that will permit stopping short of (among other things) a 
switch lined improperly, this conforms to industry practice that hand-operated switches on other 
than main track have no normal position.   
 
The Industry Warehouse Coordinator saw the incident.  Warehouse Coordinator stated that 
Industry did not have a rule to realign the switch for a Railroad move.22 Warehouse Coordinator 
also stated that he didn't try to throw the switch before the train went through it, because that 
was the responsibility of the Railroad crew.23  Warehouse Coordinator indicated that when 
Railroad trains come down that track, “somebody [from Railroad] would come down and throw 
the switch before they [Railroad] even came down.”24 
 
The Industry Manufacturing Supervisor, stated that there was no procedure that required 
Industry to re-align switches for Railroad trains nor to warn Railroad crews that the switch was 
misaligned25 
 
The evidence not only supports the practice of no normal position for the switch, but shows that 
it was common knowledge to Employee. 
 
Employee stated that when proceeding down the Industry lead, he moved to slow his train down 
because he thought that the switch could be against his move, since he saw the Industry 
trackmobile (switcher) and thought that the Industry switcher had been working.26 
 
Employee admitted that it was his responsibility to check for the alignment of the switch when 
he went to the Industry yard,27 adding that it’s been against him “a time or two”28 and that he 
didn’t rely on Industry’s setting of the switch to safely perform his job.29 
 

                                                           
20 Railroad Rules 
21 Railroad Operating Rules 
22 Deposition, Warehouse Coordinator, 39:3-9 
23 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 45:21-24 
24 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 47:24-48:2 
25 Deposition, Manufacturing Supervisor, 12:1-14 
26 Employee deposition, 193:24-194:9 
27 Employee deposition, 219:1-4 
28 Employee deposition, 219:8-9 
29 Employee deposition, 219:10-13 
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Industry’s action regarding switch alignment were reasonable and proper.  Opposing Expert 
offers no opinions regarding the switch alignment, so it is assumed he also finds it reasonable 
and proper. 
 
The Hook 
This allegation implies that the presence of a hook in the latch that holds the switch machine 
lever was improper. 
 
For trains to safely traverse a turnout, it is necessary for the movable rail (switch point) to fit 
firmly against its corresponding stock rail, to prevent a gap from occurring between the two. 
Should a large enough gap occur, it is possible for wheels on one side to follow the diverging path 
and the wheels on the other side to follow the through path (known as “splitting the switch”). As 
the distance between the two rails increases, eventually they are too far apart to support the 
wheels and a derailment occurs.  
 
To achieve this firm fit, switch machine operations are designed to maintain pressure to the 
movable rail (switch point) once the movement has been completed.  In other words, the switch 
machine lever cannot be latched down simply when the movable rail (switch point) has reached 
the stock rail.  Additional force must be used to push the lever further to latch it in place. This 
extra force puts tension in the switch rod when the movable rails are moved toward the switch 
machine (compression when they are moved away). Holding the point in place against the 
undesired opening of the movable rail prevents inadvertent opening (for example, due to the 
vibration of a passing train).  
 
As Warehouse Coordinator stated, if the arm is thrown the whole way down and the latch is 
maintained in good operating position, the latch will keep the switch handle from moving back 
and forth.30 However, it is possible for a switch operator to fail to apply sufficient pressure to 
latch the lever.  Requiring the use of a hook in the keeper ensures that the lever is properly 
latched, since the hook cannot be inserted unless the latch is completely engaged (see exemplars 
in Figure 2).  Manufacturing Supervisor stated that it was his belief that Industry “had an 
employee who did not use the hook and wasn't paying enough attention to make sure it got 
latched and it wasn't and we broke the switch.”31  This is an example of why a hook must be 
placed in the keeper. A switch lock operates in a similar manner.  Employee admits that the hook 
is inserted in the same location as the lock.32 
 
Railroad Rules (Figure 3) anticipates that a switch may be blocked from free movement when it 
instructs employees to remove “locks, keepers, toggles or latches before operating switch.” 
Railroad Rules further directs that employees operating switches and derails by hand must 
visually ensure, (among other things) that each “switch and derail is secured by placing lock or 

                                                           
30 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 32:20-24 
31 Manufacturing Supervisor deposition, 21:10-13 
32 Employee deposition, 214:15-18 
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hoop in hasp, if equipped.”33  The Aldon Company (a supplier of rail safety and track repair 
products since 1904)34  sells safety hooks for switch stands and derails (Figure 4). 
 
The presence of the hook in the incident switch was common knowledge among Industry and 
Railroad personnel and no exceptions were taken.  Railroad Yardmaster was aware that hooks 
were used on Industry switches35 and had been aware since crews told him about it36 when he 
first arrived at the Yard in 2011.37  Crews told him that whenever “you go down there, you take 
the hook out, you throw the switch to line up for your move, and then you go down to the 
track.”38 
 
Railroad RFE stated that on occasion he would use that kind of a hook on a railroad switch when 
he was a conductor.39  While RFE has never seen hooks like that on Railroad switches in Yard, he 
stated that if it was attached to the switch, then it would be required to be used.40 
 
Yardmaster was never told that there should not be a hook like that in a switch, that because “it 
is a customer switch,” that it is “up to the customer.”41  
 
Moreover, Yardmaster did not take any exception to the idea that there was a hook left in the 
switch like this nor did he see any safety concerns with it.42  Yardmaster not only thought that 
use of the hook was not a safety concern, he also did not know of anyone at Railroad who thought 
it was a safety concern, and he did not have an opinion regarding the desirability of a hook or a 
lack thereof.43  
 
Manufacturing Supervisor indicated that at no time before Employee's injury did he hear of or 
receive any complaint or direction from Railroad to the effect that Railroad did not want Industry 
to use the hooks.44 
 
Railroad Track Supervisor also had no problem with the hook, having no exceptions and having 
never reported it to Industry as a problem.45 
 

                                                           
33 Railroad Operating Rules 
34 www.aldonco.com 
35 Deposition, Yardmaster, 15:17-20 
36 Yardmaster deposition, 15:21-24 
37 Yardmaster deposition, 15:25-16:2 
38 Yardmaster deposition, 16:5-8 
39 RFE deposition, 25:3-6 
40 RFE deposition, 25:7-12 
41 Yardmaster deposition, 15:10-14 
42 Yardmaster deposition, 16:14-20 
43 Yardmaster deposition, 17:16-19:20 
44 Manufacturing Supervisor deposition, 23:5-8 
45 Deposition, Track Supervisor, 40:22-41:5 

http://www.aldonco.com/
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Employee admits that he was aware prior to the incident that there was a hook in the switch,46 
and admits he never reported to Industry that he had a concern about the hook.47 
 
Industry’s action regarding use of the switch hook were reasonable and proper.  Opposing Expert 
offers no opinions regarding the switch hook, so it is assumed he also finds it reasonable and 
proper. 
 
 
TRACK INSPECTION/MAINTENANCE 
Employee alleges that Industry was negligent by “failing to inspect switch to discover and correct 
conditions that made it unsafe;”48 ‘failing to maintain the switch such that it would not explode 
when a train ran over the switch points;”49 “failing to train its employees to safely maintain the 
switch;”50 and “failing to employ employees competent to maintain the switch.”51   
 
Opposing Expert states that the switch stand latch failure was due to the switch latch being 
improperly secured to a defective head block switch tie by substandard railroad track spikes 
and that the combination of noncomplying conditions allowed the track spikes to pull out 
and failed to secure the switch latch to the switch tie.52 
 
These allegations imply that the switch handle ripping out of the tie and striking Employee was 
the result of poor inspection/maintenance.  This fault is also suggested by testimony from 
Yardmaster, who stated he has experienced a run-through switch and stated that the spindle 
inside the housing would twist,53 but has never seen the keeper come off the ties.54  Similarly, 
Warehouse Coordinator stated that if the railroad ties themselves are rotted or split, the bolts 
can pull out from the ties, adding that he has never seen the bolts pull and that the bolts aren't 
supposed to pull out,55 that the bolts are supposed to hold it [the latch for the handle] in place.56 
 
This is a false argument.  The switch is not designed for a train to run through it, nor is the switch 
designed to fail in some controlled manner.  The forces from such a movement will cause damage 
to the track structure and can range from merely a bent switch rod to derailment.  This is 
confirmed by Outside Track Contractor who stated that the pressure of the train would cause the 
switch keeper and the spikes to be ripped from the tie by a train running through a switch, noting 
that it’s a lot of weight.57  Employee had experienced a derailment the year before at the same 

                                                           
46 Employee deposition, 212:1-4 
47 Employee deposition, 213:12-14 
48 Amended complaint, Count III, §110.a 
49 Amended complaint, Count III, §110.b 
50 Amended complaint, Count III, §110.c 
51 Amended complaint, Count III, §110.d 
52 Opposing Expert report, P14 
53 Yardmaster deposition, 19:21-20:4 
54 Yardmaster deposition, 20:5-13 
55 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 30:15-18 
56 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 30:13-14 
57 Track Supervisor deposition, 33:23-34:4 
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switch and saw the derailed car nearly tip over.58  Even Opposing Expert admits damage to the 
switch occurs when he states that typically, “when a switch is run through by a locomotive 
and/or freight cars the  following conditions can be found from a post-accident investigation. 
The spindle inside of the switch stand will twist, the crank can break, particularly if it is cast 
instead of forged steel, and the connecting rod and/or switch rods will bend.”59  So it should 
not be surprising to see significant damage to the switch from Employee running through it. 
 
Opposing Expert states that, apparently, 3/8" x 4" track spikes were used to secure the switch 
latches and, therefore, the track did not conform with AREMA standards, Railroad MW&S 
standards, Railroad Guidelines for Industry Tracks or with industry standards.60  However, 
those Railroad Guidelines for Industry Tracks were published decades after this facility was 
built and therefore cannot apply.  Furthermore, the guidelines state that they “shall not be 
taken as specifications but may be used as a guide in preparing specifications.”61  
 
Opposing Expert lists 3 different MW&S Standards, but doesn’t specify which one he is citing.  In 
on standard,62 the applicable sections are: All fastenings must be observed for secureness;63 
and latches, where used, must be inspected for excessive wear, to ensure that the switch 
cannot be thrown when locked.64  Procedure applies to the switch when used as intended.  
This incident was a run-through, was not ordinary use and track components cannot be 
reasonably expected to perform in the usual manner when used as not intended. 
 
Opposing Expert has presented no evidence that Railroad personnel did not find the switch 
in compliance with applicable sections during their monthly inspections, nor evidence that 
Outside Track Contractor found the switch in non-compliance during his semi-annual 
inspections.   
 
Opposing Expert does not indicate that he was able to pull out the keeper on the non-
incident headblock tie during his site inspection, despite the presence of the smaller spikes, 
and so offers no evidence that the smaller spikes made any difference when the switch is 
operated as intended. 
 
Opposing Expert cites AREMA’s specifying of 5-1/2” and 6” long spikes as evidence of non-
compliance, but AREMA doesn’t specify what is to be used for switch stand keepers.  The spike 
is essentially a nail.  “Nails work best when they are subjected to shear – that is, when the load is 
perpendicular to the length of the nail. . . nails are particularly weak in withdrawal.”65  FRA 

                                                           
58 Employee deposition, 196:17-24 
59 Opposing Expert report, P14 
60 Opposing Expert report, P14 
61 Railroad Guidelines for Industry Tracks, Chapter I. Introduction 
62 Opposing Expert report, P11 
63 Railroad MW&S Standard Procedure 
64 Railroad Procedure 
65 Building Construction – Principles, Materials, and Systems; Mehta/Scarborough/Armpriest; 2nd Edition; Pearson 
Education, Inc; 2013 
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§213.135 - Switches, states that each “switch point shall fit its stock rail properly, with the switch 
stand in either of its closed positions to allow wheels to pass the switch point,”66 and each “switch 
stand and connecting rod shall be securely fastened and operable without excessive lost 
motion.”67 This is important to avoid the situation of “splitting the switch.”68   
 
As a result, spikes are primarily designed to resist lateral movement.  In fact, AREMA states that 
“cut spikes shall be started and driven vertically and square with the rail and so driven as to allow 
1/8 inch to 3/16-inch space between the underside of the head of the spike and the top of the 
base of the rail,”69 so that spikes are not resisting vertical movement.  In this incident, the lateral 
resistance of the spike, no matter its size, is more important, since under ordinary use there is no 
vertical movement to the switch stand or to the keepers. 
 
Indeed, using a simple track tool and human arm power, it is possible to pull a brand-new 5/8” x 
6” spike from a brand-new tie.  In this incident, the spikes were not bent.  That the force of the 
train pulled the keeper free is indicative of nothing but the magnitude of the force of the train 
on the switch due to the train running though the switch.  Opposing Expert presents no 
calculations regarding withdrawal strength of the different sizes of spikes; nor comparisons of 
those withdrawal strengths with the forces generated by Employee running through the switch. 
 
Opposing Expert further states that in his years of railroad experience he has “never seen a 
properly secured switch latch release in the manner that the one did in this case,”70 citing the 
testimony of Yardmaster, Warehouse Coordinator and others.  However, he points out a “broken 
cast switch crank was found on the ground near the switch stand,”71 indicating that the 
forces from the run-through train were of such magnitude that both the crank broke and the 
keeper was pulled from the ties. 
 
In addition, Outside Track Contractor stated that he has seen situations where a train ran through 
a switch point, where the switch was aligned against the movement of the train and the keeper 
and all of its spikes “came up out of the top,”72 as happened here, suggesting that the keeper 
pulling free is a foreseeable event.   
 
Figure 573 shows the damage possible from a train derailment for track constructed of concrete 
ties.  Concrete ties are certainly not subject to being “rotted or split.”  The damage shown in 
Figure 5 indicates the forces present from trains not following the track properly and shows 

                                                           
66 FRA Track Safety Standards, §213.135 (b) 
67 FRA Track Safety Standards, §213.135 (e) 
68 See Page 4 
69 AREMA Manual for Railway Engineering, Chapter 5, §4.1.1. L (9) 
70 Opposing Expert report, P14 
71 Opposing Expert report, P8 
72 Deposition, Patrick Outside Track Contractor, April 18, 2016, 62:22-63:1 
73 National Transportation Safety Board, Office of Railroad, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Investigations, 
Washington, D.C., Track & Engineering Group Factual Report, January 27, 2016 
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that the switch was destroyed by the train running through the switch, not any condition of the 
ties. 
 
Inspection and Maintenance 
Opposing Expert’s conclusion that there was improper inspection and maintenance is based 
solely on his theory regarding the keeper pulling out of the tie.  If that theory fails, as analyzed 
above, then his conclusion fails.  Other evidence, discussed below, further disputes his 
conclusion.  
 
The industry track agreement between Railroad and Industry states that the “track shall be 
maintained, repaired and renewed . . . to the satisfaction of the Railroad.”74 
 
Track Supervisor stated that Railroad track department would inspect track and/or switches on 
the property of its customers once a month, including Industry.75 
 
According to Track Supervisor, during a switch inspection he would include “take the 
measurements of the switch, make sure the gauge [sic] is correct, make sure the switch operates 
properly, make sure the switch points aren't gapping, . . . check for defective ties, spikes, anything 
pushing, any areas that the track might move in one direction it shouldn't be moving, . . .”76  
During those inspections, Track Supervisor found that the ties were in good condition77 and there 
was no evidence of improper switch maintenance. 
 
Industry contracted its track inspection and maintenance to an Outside Track Contractor.  Project 
Manager of Outside Track Contractor stated that Outside Track Contractor inspected Industry 
twice a year doing just “a visual walk-through, cover every single foot of track and just measure 
and gauge [sic] everywhere doing visual inspections of the switches, actually physically throwing 
the switch out to check for tension . . .”78  Outside Track Contractor inspected the timbers in the 
incident switch sometime in 2013, and found, at the time, no deficiencies or problems with those 
timbers.79 
 
Part of Railroad Trainmaster’s job was to notify the customer and Railroad Maintenance of Way 
(MOW) if he saw a track-related condition on a customer's property.  If it was safety related, he 
would call the Railroad operations service support (OSS) team and “take that industry out of 
service [meaning Railroad would not send the train crews onto that property]80until the situation 
was rectified”, noting that he “did that numerous times with the customers” Railroad serviced.81  
Trainmaster noted that if he observed a switch on customer's property that he felt to be 

                                                           
74 Penn Central Transportation Company, Agreement for Industry Track, July 28, 1971, ¶4 MAINTENANCE 
75 Track Supervisor deposition, 13:9-19 
76 Track Supervisor deposition, 14:10-22 
77 Track Supervisor deposition, 41:23-25 
78 Outside Track Contractor deposition, 66:16-21 
79 Outside Track Contractor deposition, 67:17-22 
80 Deposition, Trainmaster, 15:2-6 
81 Trainmaster deposition, 14:11-15:1 
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dangerous or defective, he would have the right to withhold service.82  According to Trainmaster, 
if an employee reported to him that there is a switch that's hard to handle, “if it needs grease or 
lube, we would call the customer and have them fix that, or if it was bad enough, I would call our 
M and W supervisor and have him go down and take a look at it, and they would take the switch 
out of service.”83   
 
Warehouse Coordinator states that the Railroad crews themselves would “eye them [track 
conditions] up” and remembers seeing Railroad employees inspecting the tracks.84   
 
Warehouse Coordinator indicated that Railroad would, from time to time, request “changes or 
upgrades on Industry's property” if Railroad saw an unsafe condition, such as “the ties were worn 
or Railroad felt that the tracks were loose or a switch was too hard to throw and might injure one 
of their employees trying to throw it.”85  Railroad reported conditions they wanted addressed for 
safety to Warehouse Coordinator frequently in the years leading up to Employee's incident.86 
 
When Railroad apprised Warehouse Coordinator of conditions that posed a safety risk it, Industry 
would have its Outside Track Contractor fix that condition.87 
 
Manufacturing Supervisor confirmed that when Railroad would request changes or upgrades or 
maintenance to Industry property, such as checking gage before switches; or if Railroad thought 
a switch is feeling tight or needs to be adjusted, Industry would inspect and repair it.88 
 
The Industry Manufacturing Manager did not have any conversations with the Outside Track 
Contractor about the switch not having been properly maintained or about the ties not being 
properly maintained or repaired prior to this incident.89 
 
Outside Track Contractor performed the repairs to the switch that was damaged in Employee’s 
incident, but did not put in new head block timbers as part of that work, needing only to replace 
a double switch crank that “was broken in two.”90  Outside Track Contractor did not see the need 
to make any recommendations for repair or replacement for the 14-foot head block timber [the 
timbers that support the switch stand] at that time.91 This indicates that there were no exceptions 
to the condition of the head block ties at that time.   
 
Opposing Expert cites Railroad MW&S Standard Procedure on Track Inspection: 

                                                           
82 Trainmaster deposition, 16:4-9 
83 Trainmaster deposition, 18:20-19:2 
84 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 36:20-22 
85 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 35:4-12 
86 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 35:15-20 
87 Warehouse Coordinator deposition, 36:1-4 
88 Manufacturing Supervisor deposition, 21:24-22:8 
89 Deposition, Manufacturing Manager, 25:8-14 
90 Outside Track Contractor deposition, 47:9-21 
91 Outside Track Contractor deposition, 68:10-25 
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13.1 Industrial tracks are to be inspected at least monthly, if used at least once 
each month, otherwise prior to being used. 
13.2 If other than the Company is responsible for maintaining the track and 
the track needs repairs, it is to be immediately called to the industry's 
attention 
13.3 If the industry does not repair the track, the division engineer must 
notify the division superintendent in writing for his handling. Every effort 
should be made to have the track repaired before taking it out of service. 

 
The analysis above indicates that this procedure was followed by Railroad and Industry and 
Opposing Expert presents no evidence that there was a failure to comply. There is no evidence 
that the damage to the switch is the result of anything other than improper train handling. 
 
Additional Opposing Expert Conclusions 
Opposing Expert makes no assertions that Railroad (and by extension, Industry) failed to have 
qualified persons to inspect track and supervise its maintenance and repair.  He does assert that 
Industry failed to comply with parts of the FRA Track Safety Standards, notably the criteria 
regarding crossties (§213.109) and turnouts and track crossings (§213.133).92  The FRA track 
safety standards prescribe minimum safety requirements for railroad track,93 intended for track 
under ordinary use, not abnormal operations.  Opposing Expert offers no independent, 
corroborating evidence for these claims except his theory that the keeper pulling loose from the 
tie could only be caused by poor track maintenance and the failure to detect it.   
 
Industry’s actions regarding track inspection and track maintenance were reasonable and proper. 
 
 
TRAIN HANDLING 
Railroad Operating Rules state that trains and engines using any track other than a main track 
must move at Restricted Speed,94 defining Restricted Speed as a speed that will permit stopping 
within half the range of vision, short of train, engine, obstruction, railroad car, men or equipment 
fouling track, any signal requiring a stop, derail or switch lined improperly and looking out for a 
broken rail, but not exceeding 15 MPH.95 
 
When cars not headed by an occupied engine [shoving move] are moved over a . . . “private 
crossing located outside the physical confines of a rail yard . . . [or] yard access crossing” . . . 
Railroad Rules require a “member of the crew must be on the ground at the crossing to warn 
traffic until the leading end has passed over the crossing.”96 
 

                                                           
92 Opposing Expert report, P16 
93 FRA Track Safety Standards, §213.1(a) 
94 Railroad Operating Rules 
95 Railroad Operating Rules, Definitions 
96 Railroad Operating Rules 
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Railroad Rules direct that employees operating switches and derails by hand must visually 
ensure: 

1. Switches and derails are properly lined for the movement to be made, and 
targets, if equipped, correspond with the switch or derail position. 
2. Switch points fit up properly. 
3. Each switch and derail is secured by placing lock or hoop in hasp, if equipped,97 
and further directs employees that switches “must not be operated while engines, 
cars or On-Track equipment are fouling the switch, or standing or moving over the 
switch.”98 

 
Railroad Rules also state that when operating in Remote Control mode and making shove 
movements using remote control, the Remote Control crew must make an initial visual 
determination that . . . intervening road crossings are properly protected . . . intervening switches 
and derails are properly lined for the intended movement.99  Proper crossing protection requires 
a crew member to position himself at the crossing and stop traffic before the train crosses the 
road.  Properly lining the switches requires that the train stop (if moving) and switches lined for 
the correct movement. 
 
Together, these rules indicate that the Railroad train crew had the responsibility to: 

1.  Proceed at restricted speed, stopping short [emphasis added] of the misaligned switch 
2.  Protect the crossing; because Employee was the only employee available to do protect 
the crossing, it would have been necessary, as routine practice, to stop the train, and for 
Employee to dismount and stop vehicles before the train crossed the road. 

 
RFE stated that when servicing Industry, being that “my movement is at restricted speed, that 
requires me to be able to stop short, short of any type of obstruction, any type of broken rail, 
men or equipment, anything . . ., I would slow it down prior to the curve to ensure that my way 
was clear.”100 

 
Failure to operate at restricted speed and stop short of the misaligned switch and grade crossing 
are Railroad issues and beyond the scope of this report.  Industry had no responsibility for these 
matters. 
 
Employee claims that he attempted to stop the train, but it did not respond in time.  Subsequent 
investigation determined that the angle cock on the western-most locomotive was closed,101 
preventing the entire train from having air, or, put in laymen’s terms, the brakes on the 3 boxcars 
were inoperative. 
 

                                                           
97 Railroad Operating Rules 
98 Railroad Operating Rules 
99 Railroad Operating Rules, Remote Control Locomotive Operations 
100 RFE deposition, 38:21-39:4 
101 Trainmaster deposition, 75:6-17 
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Employee knew there was supposed to be air in all of the cars in the train, including the three 
boxcars,102 that it was the policy to have air going down the Industry lead.103  He stated that when 
“you’re dropping down in there, you better have air.”104  This is based on a trainmaster’s bulletin, 
issued in 2012, requiring that an entire consist must have air.105 
 
Based on Employee’s experience, it was his belief that he would have had time to stop the train 
if he had proper air for the brakes.106  Employee stated that there would usually be another 
engine “because you need the extra braking.”107  Employee stated that most “of the time we had 
three engines, two engines and a slug,”108 suggesting that the assignment of motive power by 
Railroad was at fault. 
 
Failure to provide sufficient motive power or to operate with air in the entire consist are Railroad 
issues and beyond the scope of this report.  Industry had no responsibility for these matters. 
 
When he realized the train may run-through the switch, Employee “hustled down to the 
switch”109 in an attempt to throw the switch before the train arrived.  He stated he was “on his 
knees”110 and tried to operate the keeper with his hand.111 
 
Referring to Figure 3, there is a clear description of how to throw a switch.  It tells an employee 
to “stand” close to the lever;112 “face the switch with 1 foot on each side of the tie;”113 use 
“smooth controlled movements” and “do not jerk the bow handle.”114  There is no indication that 
the proper technique is to use the hand to release the bow handle or attempt to move the handle 
while kneeling.  It does not suggest that the switch should be thrown “quickly.”115  These bow 
handles normally do not rise any higher than about 51” above top of tie.  Therefore, attempting 
to throw the switch while kneeling put Employee’s head in the path of the handle.  Had Employee 
attempted to throw the switch using the safe and proper technique specified, he would not have 
been exposed to the “blown” switch as he was 
 
Employee’s failure to follow a safe and proper technique to throw the switch in accordance with 
Railroad Rules caused his injury.  However, failure to follow a safe and proper technique to throw 

                                                           
102 RFE deposition, 49:11-15 
103 Employee deposition, 190:7-9 
104 Employee deposition, 190:17-18 
105 Trainmaster deposition, 90:4-5 
106 Employee deposition, 225:23-226:2 
107 Employee deposition, 153:12-14 
108 Employee deposition, 227:7-8 
109 Employee deposition, 197:2-4 
110 Employee deposition, 197:15 
111 Employee deposition, 197:17-18 
112 Railroad Rule 
113 Railroad Rule 
114 Railroad Rule 
115 Yardmaster deposition, 17:2-10 
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the switch is a Railroad issue and beyond the scope of this report.  Industry had no responsibility 
for these matters. 
 
 
F.  FINDINGS 
 
Within the bounds of reasonable technical certainty, and subject to change if additional 
information becomes available, it is my professional opinion that: 
 
1. Industry’s actions regarding switch alignment were reasonable and proper. 
 
2. Industry’s actions regarding use of a switch hook were reasonable and proper. 
 
3. The switch failed in an “explosive” manner because Employee ran the train through it, not 

because of any defect in the switch.  
 
4. Industry’s track inspection and track maintenance were reasonable and proper and not a 

cause of the damage to the switch 
 
5. Industry had no responsibility for railroad or train crew actions. 
 
6. Employee’s improper actions, and/or the actions of Railroad, caused his injury. 
 
7. Industry’s actions were not a cause of Employee’s injury. 
 
 
 
_________________________ 
Augustine F. Ubaldi, PE 
 
 



 
 

Figure 1 – Overview of Industry Track Layout 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 2 – Exemplar switch latches 

 



 
 

Figure 3 –Railroad Rule on Hand Thrown Switches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Figure 4 – Aldon Company Safety Hook 

Figure 5 – Concrete ties extensively damaged after derailment 

 

  



 
 

Figure 6 – Incident switch (from opposing expert site inspection); looking East; lined against move from 
Railroad 

Figure 7 – Exemplar bow handle (with switch lock in place) 

 


